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and Communists. In Thuringia, in December 1929, the Hitlerites
had taken six seats from the Nationalists; only a few weeks before
the Reich election they had won nine seats in Saxony from the
Nationalists and the Populists. Both in Saxony and Thuringia
the Left position remained intact. The collaboration in the initia-
tive on the Young plan had been a glorious opportunity for propa-
ganda, and the contemptible results of the agitation had been
astutely used and successfully used to increase the prestige of
the party. Furthermore, it had undergone a good many changes
since it had won those thirteen seats two years and more before.
It was now at once a movement and a party. Hitler's rather in-
genious method of evading the obvious embarrassments attendant
on the leader of a movement, which were confidently expected
to ruin him by his "national" rivals. Over the movement he
wielded almost unchallenged authority. Thanks to that sense of
salesmanship, to his appreciation of the methods whereby a
movement is created in the twentieth century, and to a propaganda
technique which was rapidly approaching perfection he was able
to exploit to the full the sufferings, physical and mental, of wide
sections of the nation and their pathetic desire for a saviour. Many
other would-be leaders in Germany possessed a far greater know-
ledge of Germany, a far deeper appreciation of the German
character; no one in Germany had gauged with so uncanny a
precision and so contemptuously the state of mind of a majority
of Germans. In circumstances which could hardly have been more
favourable for his methods, he had succeeded in creating a move-
ment whose creed could be fairly summed up in the single phrase
"trust the Leader." It was a personal movement, a movement
of which the fanaticism always latent in a movement would be
directed towards his person, a movement which did not care for
programmes or policies, but listened eagerly to denunciation, in
touching confidence that one who could denounce so shrewdly
and so unrestrainedly could also create and cure. Hitler's accom-
plishment between the years 1929 and 1932 leaves the Church
of Christ, Scientist, an affair of bungling amateurs, and Hitler had
no Christ to appeal to as the ultimate source of power and
achievement.

